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For certain singular SturmLiouville equations whose coefficients depend con-
tinuously on the spectral parameter * in an interval 4 it is shown that accumulation
nonaccumulation of eigenvalues at an endpoint & of 4 is essentially determined by
oscillatory properties of the equation at the boundary *=&. As applications new
results are obtained for the radial Dirac operator and the KleinGordon equation.
Three other physical applications are also considered.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of SturmLiouville equations
&(r(x; *) f $(x))$+ p(x; *) f (x)=0
for x in an interval I/R and with coefficients depending continuously on
a parameter * in an interval 4 goes back at least to the work of Sturm in
1836 (see [15]) and has been a continuous source of new questions and
problems ever since. The vast majority of work has of course concentrated
on the ‘‘classical’’ case r(x; *)=r(x), p(x; *)= p(x)&*. Thorough exposi-
tions of the classical theory as well as exact references and historical
remarks may be found in [6, 7, 15, 29]. More recently, investigations of
‘‘nonclassical’’ problems (i.e., nonlinear in *) have appeared (see [1, 5, 8,
9, 12, 18, 21, 22, 24, 28]).
The Main Theorem (to be found in Section 2) is based on results in [21]
and deals with singular boundary value problems for such *-dependent
SturmLiouville equations. Specifically, * is considered to be an eigenvalue
when a nontrivial solution f exists which is principal at the singular
endpoints of I and satisfies a *-dependent boundary condition at a regular
endpoint (if there is one), and the Main Theorem gives conditions under
which accumulation (resp., nonaccumulation) of eigenvalues in 4 at an
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endpoint, say &, follows from oscillation (resp., nonoscillation) of the Sturm
Liouville equation at the boundary I_[&] of I_4. The proof uses ‘‘locally’’
some arguments related to those in [24] and, in a decisive way, the theory
of principal solutions from [12, 13, 29]. The monotonicity conditions in
the ‘‘nonaccumulation’’ part of the theorem are similar to those in [8, 15,
24] and also go back to Sturm (see [15]). In Section 3 some examples
where the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be explicitly calculated are
given to illustrate concretely some of the phenomena involved in the Main
Theorem. Five applications of the Main Theorem to problems from Quantum
Mechanics, Chemistry and Magnetohydrodynamics are discussed in
Section 4 including a summary of some new results for the KleinGordon
equation as well as for the radial Dirac operator from [9]. This operator
is selfadjoint with essential spectrum (&, &1] _ [+1, +) and we
discuss accumulationnonaccumulation of eigenvalues in the gap (&1, +1)
at +1. For potentials decaying like &cx&#(c, #>0) near + it is seen
that the critical exponent is #=2 and the critical coupling constant c is also
determined. The radial Dirac operator including a correction for an
anomalous magnetic moment (which is naturally interesting since the
electron has such a moment) is also considered briefly, and it is shown that
the critical exponent and coupling constant remain unchanged. The
Appendix summarizes some results and definitions from the literature in
the forms in which they are needed here.
2. THE MAIN THEOREM
The Main Theorem treats accumulation and nonaccumulation of eigen-
values (see the definition below) for parameter dependent SturmLiouville
equations
&(r(x; *) f $(x))$+ p(x; *) f (x)=0 (1)
on an x-interval I=(a, b) (&a<b) or I=[a, b) (&<a<
b) where the parameter * varies in an interval 4=(+, &), &+<
&. For brevity this equation will be denoted by (SLE)(*) in the following.
It will always be assumed that r, p: I_4  R are continuous and that
r>0. An endpoint of I which is contained (resp., not contained) in I will
be referred to as a regular (resp., singular) endpoint of I. In case I=[a, b),
a *-dependent boundary condition
:(*) f (a)+;(*) f $(a)=0 (2)
will also be specified at the endpoint a where it will always be assumed that
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v :, ;: 4  R are continuous,
v :2 (*)+;2 (*){0 for all * # 4,
v either ;#0 or ; is never zero on 4.
The following general assumptions will be made in both parts of the Main
Theorem:
(D) In case a (resp., b) is a singular endpoint, then there exists a
continuous function A: 4  (a, b) (resp., B: 4  (a, b)) such that (SLE)(*)
is disconjugate on (a, A(*)] (resp., on [B(*), b)) for every * # 4.
(PS) If a (resp., b) is a singular endpoint, then there exists a family
of solutions [v( } ; *) | * # 4] (resp., [w( } ; *) | * # 4]) of (SLE)(*) such
that v( } ; *) (resp., w( } ; *)) is principal at a (resp., at b) for each * and v,
vx (resp., w, wx) are continuous on I_4.
The following monotonicity conditions will also be needed in the non-
accumulation part of the Main Theorem:
(MC1) For any *1<*2 (*1 , *2 # 4) (SLE)(*1)p (SLE)(*2) and for
any subinterval of I of the form J=(c, b) (or J=(a, c) in case a is also a
singular endpoint), (SLE)(*1)| J o (SLE)(*2)|J .
(MC2) In case I=[a, b), then * [ r(a; *) :(*);(*) is increasing on
4 (as an extended real valued function).
The notations p and o in (MC1) stand for Sturm majorant and strict
Sturm majorant, respectively (see the Appendix). By an eigenvalue of the
above problem we mean a fixed * # 4 for which (SLE)(*) has a nontrivial
solution f such that
v f is principal at both endpoints a and b in case I=(a, b),
v f is principal at b and satisfies (2) at a in case I=[a, b).
Then f is of course an eigenfunction for * and, since principal solutions are
unique up to constant multiple, f is (up to constant multiple) the unique
eigenfunction, i.e., the eigenvalues are simple.
If the limits
r(x; &) := lim
*  &
r(x; *)>0, p(x; &) := lim
*  &
p(x; *)
exist for all x in a subinterval J of I and define continuous functions r( } ; &)
and p( } ; &) on J, then the SturmLiouville equation
&(r(x; &) f $(x))$+ p(x; &) f (x)=0
will be called the limit-equation for *  & on J and denoted by (SLE)(&) (on J).
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Theorem 1 (Main Result). (I) (Accumulation). If, for some subin-
terval J of I, continuous extensions r, p: J_(+, &]  R exist with r( } ; &)>0
and (SLE)(&) is oscillatory on J, then & is an accumulation point of (simple)
eigenvalues of the above problem in 4 and every left neighborhood of & also
contains some points which are not eigenvalues.
(II) (Nonaccumulation). If (MC1, MC2) hold, then the eigenvalues of
the above problem in 4 do not accumulate at any point of 4 nor at the
endpoint +. If, in addition, r( } ; &) and p( } ; &) are continuous and r( } ; &)>0
on I except possibly at finitely many points a1 , ..., am and if (SLE)(&) is non-
oscillatory on each component of I"[a1 , ..., am], then the eigenvalues in 4 do
not accumulate at & either.
Remark. The exact analog of (I) holds for accumulation of eigenvalues
at the left endpoint + of 4. The analog of (II) holds (for + and & inter-
changed) if we reverse the symbols p and o in (MC1) and replace
‘‘increasing’’ by ‘‘decreasing’’ in (MC2).
The proof of the theorem will be based on properties of the families of
solutions v and w in (PS) which are summarized in the following lemmas
whose proofs are given at the end of this section. In both lemmas we first
consider only the special case where the following conditions hold:
(a) I=(&, b),
(b) hypotheses (D) and (PS) hold for the endpoint b of I,
(c) lim sup
x  &
r(x; *)<, lim sup
x  &
p(x; *)<0 for each * # 4.
Lemma 1. Assume (a)(c) and let B( } ) be as in (D) and w( } ; } ) as
in (PS).
(i) The set of all zeros of w( } ; } ) on (&, b)_4 consists of an
infinite sequence [zn : 4  (&, b)]n=1 of continuous curves such that
zn+1 ( } )<zn ( } )B( } ) on 4 for every n and limn   zn (*)=& for
every *.
(ii) If (MC1) holds, then the zero curves of w are strictly increasing in
* and, for any fixed x0 # (&, b), r(x0 ; } ) w$(x0 ; } )w(x0 ; } ) is strictly
increasing on any subinterval 40 of 4 such that no zero curves of w intersect
[x0]_40 .
For :, ;: 4  R as in (2) consider the interface condition
:(*) w(#(*); *)+;(*) w$(#(*); *)=0 (3)
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for w along a given continuous curve #: 4  (&, b). By crossings of
succesive zero curves of w with # I mean a pair of points *n , *n+1 # 4 such
that zj (*j)=#(*j), j=n, n+1.
Lemma 2. Assume (a)(c) and let B( } ) be as in (D) and w( } ; } ) as
in (PS).
(i) If {<| are crossings of succesive zero curves of w with #, then
[{, |) contains at least one solution * of (3) as well as values which are not
solutions.
(ii) If (MC1) holds, # is constant (#x0), and if r(x0 ; } ) :( } );( } ) is
increasing (as an extended real valued function), then there is at most one
solution of (3) in any subinterval 40 of 4 such that no zero curves of w
intersect [x0]_40 .
Remark. For the special case where
(a$) I=(a, ),
(b$) hypotheses (D) and (PS) hold for the endpoint a of I,
(c$) lim sup
x  
r(x; *)<, lim sup
x  
p(x; *)<0 for each * # 4
we have the exact analogues of the above lemmas for the solutions v( } ; *)
in (PS) (principal at a). Specifically, in Lemma 1(i) we get zero curves
A( } )z1 ( } )<z2 ( } )< } } } <zn ( } )< } } }
and in (ii) r(x0 ; } ) v$(x0 ; } )v(x0 ; } ) is strictly decreasing on 40 if no zero
curves of v intersect [x0]_40 . In Lemma 2(ii) the hypothesis must be that
r(x0 ; } ) :( } );( } ) is decreasing.
Proof of the Theorem. First consider the problem for I=(a, b). We may
assume A(*) in (D) is such that (SLE)(*) is disconjugate on (a, A(*)+=(*))
for some =(*)>0. Then the assumption that the solution v( } ; *) in (PS) is
principal at a implies that v( } ; *) has no zeros on (a, A(*)+=(*)) (see
Lemma A1); hence, v(A(*); *){0 \* # 4. A point * # 4 is then an eigen-
value in the sense defined above if and only if v( } ; *) and w( } ; *) (as
in (PS)) can be ‘‘matched’’ at A(*) by scaling, i.e., if and only if
v(A(*); *) w$(A(*); *)&v$(A(*); *) w(A(*); *)=0.
Let J be as in (I) and, for * # (+, &], let u( } ; *) be the solution of (SLE)(*)
on J determined by the initial conditions u(x0 ; *)=1, u$(x0 ; *)=0 at some
fixed x0 # J. Since u( } ; *)  u( } ; &) and u$( } ; *)  u$( } ; &) locally
uniformly on J as *  & and u( } ; &) must have infinitely many zeros on J
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(since (SLE)(&) is oscillatory on J), it follows that the number of zeros of
u( } ; *) on J goes to  as *  &; hence, by the Separation Theorem, this
is also true for w( } ; *) as *  &.
Now fix +0 # 4, let 0n< be the number of zeros of w( } ; +0) on
[A(+0), b), and choose *0 # (+0 , &) such that w( } ; *0) has at least n+2
zeros on [A(*0), b) (this is possible because (SLE)(*) is disconjugate on
(a, A(*)] for any *; hence, w( } ; *) can have at most one zero on
(a, A(*)]). Next fix any x0 with
a<x0<min[A(*) | +0**0] (4)
and consider, for the *-interval [+0 , *0], the auxiliary equation
&(r~ (x; *) f $(x))$+ p~ (x; *) f (x)=0 (5)
with continuous coefficients r~ , p~ on (&, b)_[+0 , *0] defined by
r~ (x; *) :={r(x; *)r(x0 ; *)
x0x<b
&<x<x0 ,
p~ (x; *) :={ p(x; *)p(x0 ; *)+(x&x0)
x0x<b
&<x<x0 .
Let w~ ( } ; *) be the extension of w( } ; *) from [x0 , b) onto (&, b) as a
solution of this auxiliary equation; so, as functions of two variables, w~ and
w are identical on [x0 , b)_[+0 , *0], and from the comments above at least
the n+1’st and n+2’nd zero curves of w~ must cross A( } ) on [+0 , *0].
Setting :(*)=&v$(A(*); *) and ;(*)=v(A(*); *) in (3) and applying
Lemma 2(i) to the auxiliary equation it follows that there is at least one
eigenvalue in [+0 , *0] which implies the claim, since +0 was arbitrary.
To prove part (II) it may be assumed without loss of generality that A( } )
above is decreasing. Due to the nonoscillation hypothesis we have, on each
component of I"[a1 , } } } , am], a bound on the number of zeros of any
nontrivial solution of (SLE)(&). By the Sturm majorant condition in
(MC1) we also obtain such bounds on the number of zeros of nontrivial
solutions of (SLE)(*) on the corresponding components independent of *.
Taking into account the possibility of zeros at the points a1 , ..., am we get
a bound M on the number of zeros for any nontrivial solution of (SLE)(*)
on I=(a, b) independent of *, hence also for the solutions w( } ; *).
I next claim that there can only be finitely many zeros of w on A( } ): If
there were infinitely many we could choose [+0 , *0]/4 such that there
are at least M+1 zeros of w on A| [ +0 , *0] and define x0 and the auxiliary
equation as at (4, 5). From the monotonicity of the zero curves of w~ (which
follows from Lemma 1 applied to the auxiliary equation) there are at
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least M+1 crossings of different zero curves of w with A, and, since these
curves are ‘‘stacked’’, w( } ; *) would have at least M+1 zeros on (a, b) for
some * # [+0 , *0], a contradiction.
Thus, we may choose +0 such that there are no zeros of w on A| [ +0 , &) .
If we let *0 # (+0 , &) be arbitrary and look at the auxiliary equation (5) and
the segment [x0]_[+0 , *0] for x0 :=A(*0), then the zero curves of w~
(hence also of w) cannot intersect this segment (since the zero curves are
strictly increasing and A is decreasing, a zero curve which intersects this
segment would be forced to intersect A|[+0 , *0] as well). The eigenvalues in
[+0 , *0] are still just the points where v and w can be ‘‘matched’’ along the
segment [x0]_[+0 , *0]. Now, considering an analogous auxiliary equa-
tion with coefficients r~ , p~ defined on (a, )_[+0 , *0] by
r~ (x; *) :={r(x; *)r(x0 ; *)
a<xx0
x0<x<,
p~ (x; *) :={ p(x; *)p(x0 ; *)&(x&x0)
a<xx0
x0<x<.
and letting v~ ( } ; *) be the extension of v( } ; *) from (a, x0] onto (a, ) as
a solution of this auxiliary equation, it then follows by applying the above
remark to v~ that the hypothesis in Lemma 2(ii) is satisfied for :(*)=
&v$(x0 ; *), ;(*)=v(x0 ; *); hence, there is at most one eigenvalue in
[+0 , *0]. Since this bound is independent of *0 , the nonaccumulation at &
is proved.
To show nonaccumulation at + we do not need any information about
the limit-equation. We simply fix +0 # 4 and note that there is of course a
finite bound M for the number of zeros of any nontrivial solution of
(SLE)(+0) on (a, b), and, since (SLE)(*)p (SLE)(+0) for * # (+, +0], a
nontrivial solution of (SLE)(*) can have at most M+1 zeros (Separation
Theorem). Arguing again as above we obtain that + is not an accumulation
point. As for nonaccumulation at a point *0 # 4 we simply apply the
theorem to the parameter intervals (+, *0) and (*0 , &) to get nonaccumula-
tion from the left and from the right.
The proof for I=[a, b) is essentially just a special case of the above
argumentation; we apply the above considerations to the auxiliary equa-
tion (5) with x0=a and for all * # 4. The only difference now is that the
*-dependent boundary condition is given (as an interface condition on w~
along the line x=a) instead of being generated by the family of solutions v.
We apply Lemma 2 with ##a on 4. K
Proof of Lemma 1. By the limit assumptions in (c), for given * # 4,
there are =, $>0 such that &=f "&$f =0 is a Sturm majorant for (SLE)(*)
near &. Since this equation is obviously oscillatory, it follows that
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w( } ; *) has infinitely many zeros which of course cannot accumulate at
any finite point.
Since the solutions w( } ; *) are assumed to be principal at b they can
have no zeros on the interior of the interval [B(*), b) of disconjugacy for
(SLE)(*) (Lemma A1); hence, zn (*) is well-defined by taking it to be the
n’th zero of w( } ; *) to the left of B(*). The continuity of zn at a given
*0 # 4 follows from the Implicit Function Theorem: Since w, wx:
(&, b)_4  R are continuous and wx is nonzero at zeros of w, for
each j # [1, } } } , n] there exist an open bounded rectangle Rj=I j_4j/
(&, b)_4 centered at (zj (*0); *0) with 4 j /4 and a unique continuous
function hj : 4  Ij such that hj (*0)=zj (*0) and w(hj (*); *)=0 \* # 4j . The
rectangles may be taken sufficiently small that they are disjoint and such
that hj exhausts the set of zeros of w in Rj (for Rj small enough that
wx{0 throughout Rj the Mean Value Theorem shows for each * # 4j
that w( } ; *) can have at most one zero in Ij , which must be just hj (*)).
Write Ij=(aj , bj) and choose an upper bound M<b for B( } ) on the com-
pact interval n1 4j such that also M>b1 ; in particular, w( } ; *) has no
zeros on (M, b) for * # n1 4j . Because w( } ; *0) also has no zeros on the
compact set
K :=[bn , an&1] _ [bn&1 , an&2] _ } } } _ [b2 , a1] _ [b1 , M]
and w( } ; *)  w( } ; *0) locally uniformly as *  *0 there is a neighbor-
hood 40 /n1 4j of *0 such that w has no zeros on K_40 . Hence, the only
zeros of w in (an , b)_40 are just those given by the functions h1 , ..., hn and,
since the zj are defined by counting zeros from right to left, zj #hj on 40
(1 jn).
Now to prove (ii): For *1<*2 in 4 consider the equations (SLE)(*1)p
(SLE)(*2) and choose a bound B( } )<d<b on [*1 , *2] so that both equa-
tions are disconjugate on [d, b). By the Comparison Theorem for Principal
Solutions, there exists a principal solution u of (SLE)(*1) on [d, b) such
that r(x; *1) u$(x)u(x)r(x; *2) w$(x; *2)w(x; *2) \xd. Since w( } ; *1) is
a principal solution on [d, b) and such solutions are unique up to constant
multiple, we have
r(x; *1) w$(x; *1)
w(x; *1)

r(x; *2) w$(x; *2)
w(x; *2)
\xd. (6)
According to (MC1), we can choose d0 # (d, b) such that (SLE)(*1)o
(SLE)(*2) on [zn (*1), d0]. This fact, the inequality (6) for x=d0 , and the
fact that w( } ; *1) has exactly n zeros in [zn (*1), d0) together with the First
Comparison Theorem imply that w( } ; *2) has at least n zeros on (zn (*1), d0),
i.e., zn(*2)>zn (*1). Now let x0 , 40 be as in (ii), *1<*2 in 40 , d as above, and
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choose max[x0 , d]<d0<b such that (SLE)(*1)o (SLE)(*2) on [x0 , d0].
The ‘‘nonintersection’’ hypothesis implies w( } ; *1) and w( } ; *2) have the
same number of zeros on [x0 , d0). This fact and (6) for x=d0 together
with the Second Comparison Theorem imply
r(x0 ; *1) w$(x0 ; *1)
w(x0 ; *1)
<
r(x0 ; *2) w$(x0 ; *2)
w(x0 ; *2)
. K
Proof of Lemma 2. Part (i) is obvious when ;#0; the crossing points
are themselves (the only) solutions of (3). Now assume ; is never zero and
let {=*n<*n+1=| be as defined before the lemma (the case {=*n+1<
*n=| is handled analogously). Then there exist c, d such that *nc<d
*n+1 , zn (c)=#(c), zn+1 (d )=#(d ) and no zero curves of w cross # between
c and d, i.e., w(#(*); *){0 (c<*<d ). These points may be constructed by
setting
d :=inf [* # [*n , *n+1] | zn+1 (*)#(*)],
c :=sup [* # [*n , d] | zn (*)#(*)].
Then it is obvious that *ncd*n+1 . Using continuity we have
zn+1 (d )#(d ) and zn (c)#(c); in particular, if c=d, then we would have
the contradiction zn+1 (c)zn (c), thus c<d. Now, zn+1 (d )>#(d ) would
imply zn+1 (*)>#(*) for some * # [*n , d ) contrary to the definition, i.e.,
zn+1 (d )=#(d ) (similarly, zn (c)=#(c)). For * # (c, d ) the definitions also
imply zn+1 (*)<#(*)<zn (*); hence, w(#(*); *){0. Now consider the
continuous function Q(*) :=r(#(*); *) w$(#(*); *)w(#(*); *) on (c, d ) and
try to solve
Q(*)=&
r(#(*); *) :(*)
;(*)
. (7)
Since the right side is bounded (continuous on [c, d]), there will be at least
one solution (in (c, d )), as well as whole intervals of *-values which are not
solutions, if we can show that the range of Q is R. For this it suffices to
show sgn w$(#(c); c)=&sgn w$(#(d); d ) (because sgn w(#(*); *) is constant
on (c, d ) and w(#(*); *)  0; *  c, d ) which is just the same as
sgn w$(zn (c); c)=&sgn w$(zn+1 (d); d ). (8)
Because * [ w$(zn (*); *) is continuous and nonzero its sign is constant and
(8) follows, since sgn w$(zn (d ); d )=&sgn w$(zn+1 (d ); d ) (otherwise
w( } ; d ) would have at least one zero between zn (d ) and zn+1 (d )).
If ;#0 in (ii), then there are obviously no solutions of (3) in 40 . For
; never zero and ##x0 let Q be defined on 40 . The claim follows, since
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the right side of (7) is decreasing and the left side is strictly increasing
(Lemma 1). K
3. EXAMPLES
Three simple examples are considered which, although they are not
derived from physical models, are nevertheless interesting as illustrations of
mathematical aspects of the theory, since they may be computed explicitly.
Example 1. Consider the x-interval I=R, the *-interval 4=(&, 0)
and the coefficient functions
(x&1*)2&1; x1*
r(x; *)#1, p(x; *) :={&1; 1*x&1*(x+1*)2&1; x &1*
The limit-equation for *  0 is then obviously &y"& y=0 on R which is
oscillatory, and, according to the Main Theorem, we expect accumulation
of eigenvalues at 0 from the left (the hypotheses (D) and (PS) hold by
Lemmas A1 and A3). Note that the monotonicity conditions are also
satisfied. For given * the general solution of &(r(x; *) y$)$+ p(x; *) y=0 is
y& (x)=exp[&(x&1*)22] {a1+a2 |
x&1*
0
exp(s2) ds=
on (&, 1*],
y0 (x)=b1 sin x+b2 cos x on [1*, &1*],
y+ (x)=exp[&(x+1*)22] {c1+c2 |
x+1*
0
exp(s2) ds=
on [&1*, )
for some constants aj , bj , cj ( j=1, 2) [16]. According to the comments in
the Appendix the principal solutions at \ are obtained by taking
a2=c2=0, and the remaining constants must be chosen to match the solu-
tions at the points \1* in order to get an eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenfunction. The interface conditions at 1* and &1* are
( y$0 y&& y0 y$& |1*=0 and ( y$0 y+& y0 y$+ |&1*=0
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which are equivalent to y$0 (1*)=0= y$0 (&1*), i.e.,
b1 cos(1*)&b2 sin(1*)=0,
b1 cos(&1*)&b2 sin(&1*)=0.
If b2 {0, then cos(1*){0{cos(&1*) (otherwise the sine and cosine
would have a common zero) and the equations are equivalent to
tan(&1*)=
b1
b2
=tan(1*)
which has no solutions if b1 {0, since the tangent is odd. If b1=0, then we
have the solutions *n=&1n? and corresponding eigenfunctions
(&1)n exp[&(x+n?)22], x&n?
fn (x)={cos x, &n?xn?(&1)n exp[&(x&n?)22], xn?
which has 2n zeros. For b2=0 we must have b1 {0 in order that the solu-
tion be nontrivial; thus, the equations are equivalent to cos(&1*)=0, the
eigenvalues are given by
*n=
&1
(n&12) ?
(n=1, 2, 3, ...)
and the corresponding eigenfunctions by
(&1)n exp[&(x+(n&12)?)22]; x&(n&12) ?
fn (x)={sin x; &(n&12)?x(n&12) ?(&1)n&1 exp[&(x&(n&12)?)22]; x(n&12) ?
where fn has exactly 2n&1 zeros on R.
Example 2. Consider the same *-interval and coefficients as in the
previous example but now restricted to the x-interval [0, ) with bound-
ary condition
:(*) y(0)+;(*) y$(0)=0.
The boundary condition is just a constraint on the general solution y0
given in the previous example; namely, that
:(*) b2+;(*) b1=0.
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In the Dirichlet case (;#0) this just means b2=0 and, without loss of
generality, b1=1. In case ; is never zero we have b2 {0 (otherwise the
solution y0 is trivial) and
b1
b2
=&
:(*)
;(*)
. (9)
The principal solution at + is again given (up to constant multiple) by
y+ (x)=exp[&(x+1*)22],
and * # (&, 0) is an eigenvalue if and only if the interface condition
( y$0 y+& y0y$+ |&1*=0 (10)
at &1* is satisfied, i.e., if and only if the solutions y0 and y+ can be
‘‘matched’’ at &1* to give a principal solution on [0, ) satisfying the
boundary condition at 0. Again (10) is just y$0 (&1*)=0, i.e.,
b1 cos(&1*)&b2 sin(&1*)=0. (11)
In the Dirichlet case (;#0, b2=0) the eigenvalues are again
*n=
&1
(n&12) ?
(n=1, 2, 3, ...)
with corresponding eigenfunctions
fn (x)={sin x;(&1)n&1 exp[&(x&(n&12) ?)22];
0x(n&12)?
x(n&12) ?
where fn has exactly n zeros on [0, ).
In case ; is never zero (i.e., b2 {0) we also have cos(&1*){0 from (11)
and, with (9), (11) becomes
tan(&1*)=&
:(*)
;(*)
, (12)
and the eigenvalues are now exactly the solutions * of this equation in
{*<0 } *{ &1(n&12) ? ; n=1, 2, 3, ...= .
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Since :; is continuous on (&, 0), it is easy to see that there will always
be infinitely many eigenvalues, at least one in each *-interval
\ &1(n&12) ? ,
&1
(n+12) ?+ (13)
for n=1, 2, 3, ... (corresponding to branches of the tangent). There may
also be eigenvalues in (&, &2?), but this must not be so, since the left
side of (12) is positive on this whole *-interval. Furthermore, the
*-dependence of the boundary condition may lead to arbitrarily many
eigenvalues in any of these intervals. The eigenfunction corresponding to an
eigenvalue * may be written as
;(*) cos x&:(*) sin x; 0x&1*
f* (x)={:2 (*)+;2 (*);(*) cos(&1*) exp[&(x+1*)22];x&1*.
and has [&1*?+12] zeros (proved below) where [ } ] denotes the
integer part. Thus, if * is in the interval at (13), the number of zeros of f*
is just n, and if * # (&, &2?), then it is zero. This behaviour is to be
expected from the proof of the Main Theorem: with the monotonicity con-
ditions, the zero curves of the principal solutions w( } ; *) were found to be
increasing in * and the eigenvalues were just those *-values between
crossings of the zero curves with the line x=0 where w( } ; *) also satisfied
the boundary condition. But the solutions w( } ; *) of course have the same
number of zeros on [0, ) for all * between successive crossings of the
zero curves.
To count the zeros of f* we consider the three cases :(*)=0, :(*);(*)
>0, :(*);(*)<0. In the first case the zeros are just given by cos x=0 on
[0, &1*], the number of solutions of which is [&1*?+12], i.e., the
largest integer m0 such that (m&12) ?&1*. In the other two cases
the zeros are the solutions of
tan x=;(*):(*) (14)
in (0, &1*]"[( j&12) ? | j=1, 2, 3, ...]. In the second case the branches
of the tangent up to (m&12) ?, m :=[&1*?+12] provide m solutions,
and, in view of (12) and :(*);(*)>0, tan x<0 in the whole interval
((m&12)?, &1*], i.e., (14) has no solution here. In case :(*);(*)<0,
then there is no solution to (14) on (0, ?2), since the tangent is positive
here. The other branches up to (m&12)? each provide one solution
making m&1 altogether. By (12), tan(&1*)>0 and so tan x runs through
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all negative values for x # ((m&12) ?, &1*) and we obtain one additional
solution.
Example 3. In the third example I consider a problem where nonac-
cumulation occurs. Once again take the *-interval to be (&, 0), but now
take the x-interval to be [1, ) and the coefficient functions
r(x; *)#1, p(x; *) :={&14x
2,
a2x2+a,
1x1&1*
x1&1*
where a is to be taken such that p(x; *) has a continuous derivative at
x0=1&1*. That is, we require a2x20+a=&14x
2
0 and 2a
2x0=12x30
which are equivalent to
ax20=&12. (15)
From a sketch it is easy to see that the monotonicity conditions (MC1)
hold and, by Lemmas A1 and A3, that (D) and (PS) also hold. Further-
more, the limit equation for *  0 is &y"& y4x2=0 on [1, ) which is
nonoscillatory. Thus, with the addition of a boundary condition
:(*) y(1)+;(*) y$(1)=0
at 1 with :2 (*)+;2 (*){0 \* and ;#0, or ; never zero and :(*);(*)
increasing, we expect that eigenvalues do not accumulate at 0.
The general solutions of &(r(x; *) y$)$+ p(x; *) y=0 are (see [16])
y1 (x)=x12 (a1+a2 log x) on [1, 1&1*],
y2 (x)=eax
22 {b1+b2 |
x
0
e&as2 ds= on [1&1*, ).
As in the examples above, the general principal solution on [1&1*, ) is
a constant multiple of y2 (x)=exp[ax22]. Upon substituting y1 (1) and
y$1 (1) the boundary condition at 1 becomes
:(*) a1+;(*) \a12 +a2+=0, (16)
and the interface condition at x0=1&1* is ( y$1 y2& y1 y$2 |x0=0, i.e.,
x&120 [(a1+a2 log x0)2+a2]e
&14&x120 (a1+a2 log x0) ax0 e
&14=0
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which reduces to
a1+a2 log x0+a2=0. (17)
Substituting (17) in (16) gives the equation
&a2 \:(*)+12 ;(*)+\log \1&
1
*++1++a2;(*)=0
for the eigenvalues. If a2=0, then also a1=0 by (17) and we obtain only
the trivial solution y1 #0. Thus, the eigenvalues are just the solutions of
&\:(*)+12 ;(*)+\log \1&
1
*++1++;(*)=0.
In the Dirichlet case (;#0) there are no solutions, since :(*) can then
never be zero. In the other case where ; is never zero the equation can be
rewritten as
:(*)
;(*)
=&
1
2
+
1
log(1&1*)+1
which has at most one solution * # (&, 0), since the left side is increasing
and the right side is strictly decreasing in *. We see that, in this example,
the monotonicity of :; in * is a much stronger condition than we actually
need to guarantee that there are only finitely many eigenvalues, and, in
general, the boundary condition can cause infinitely many eigenvalues to
appear even though the limit-equation is nonoscillatory. For example, if we
take ;#1 and : to be the right side of the last equation, then every point
of (&, 0) is an eigenvalue. Note that, strangely enough, this could not
happen if the limit-equation were oscillatory (see the Main Theorem), i.e.,
in that case every neighborhood of 0 would also contain some points which
are not eigenvalues. The behaviour here is nevertheless consistent with
Lemma 2(i) because, in this example, there are no crossings of zero curves
of the continuous family of principal solutions at  with the line x=1.
Specifically, taking a2=1 in (17) we obtain the family
w(x; *)={
x12 \&1+log \ **&1 x++ ,
&\*&1* +
12
exp {14 \1&\
*
*&1
x+
2
+= ,
x # [1, 1&1*]
x # [1&1*, )
whose only zero curve is x(*)=(1&1*) e.
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4. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
SturmLiouville problems of the general type considered here often arise
in mathematical physics when separations of variables are performed on
partial differential operators (see [26]). This may lead directly to a classical
SturmLiouville problem, as for the radial Schro dinger equation considered in
the first application, or it may lead to coupled pairs of first order ordinary
differential equations so that substituting one in the other gives a Sturm
Liouville problem whose coefficients depend rationally on the spectral
parameter, as in the second and fifth applications. In this way the Main
Theorem can give new results for such systems in general (considered e.g.
in [14, 33]), and, in particular, for the most important special case arising
in applications; namely, for the radial Dirac operator which is considered
in the second application below. In the first three applications stronger
assumptions are made on the potentials, especially regarding their behavior
near zero, than are strictly necessary for the Main Theorem, primarily for
the sake of simplicity in verifying the hypotheses.
Although the results of the first application only constitute a part of the
well-known theory they are nevertheless summarized here so that they may
be compared with those for the radial Dirac operator and the Klein
Gordon equation.
Application 1. The usual separation of variables of the Schro dinger
equation with radially symmetric potential (see [25, Chapter 9]) leads to
the radial Schro dinger equation with boundary condition
&
1
2
y"(x)+{}(}+1)2x2 +V(x)&*= y(x)=0 x # (0, ), y(0)=0
(18)
where units have been chosen such that 2m=1, } # [0, 1, 2, ...] is the
quantum number for orbital angular momentum, and we assume
v V is continuous on (0, ),
v lim infx   V(x)=0,
v V(x)kx&}(}+1)(2x2) on (0, x0] for some constants k, x0>0.
We consider * # (&, 0) and wish to determine whether 0 is an accumula-
tion point of eigenvalues from the left (here * is defined to be an eigenvalue
if there is a nontrivial solution y # L2(0, ) of (18)). Note that the second
assumption on V and Lemma A1 imply hypothesis (D) and that (PS)
follows from the second and third assumptions with Lemma A3. Further,
(MC1) obviously holds (and (MC2) does not apply here; the solutions
which satisfy the boundary condition at 0 are just those which are principal
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at 0). Lastly, the boundedness below of the coefficient in braces implies that
we have the limit point case at  for each *, and Lemma A2 shows that
* is an eigenvalue in the sense of the Main Theorem if and only if * is an
eigenvalue in the sense defined here.
By the Main Theorem, the negative eigenvalues of (18) are discrete in
(&, 0), they are bounded below, and they accumulate at 0 if and only if
the limit-equation
&
1
2
y"(x)+{}(}+1)2x2 +V(x)= y(x)=0
is oscillatory near + (in agreement with classical theory [6, Chapter 13,
Section 7], [7]).
As an example, consider potentials ‘‘behaving like’’ &cx&# near +.
More precisely, suppose &V(x) x#  c (x  ) for some constants c, #>0.
Applying Hille’s ‘‘Kneser-Type Oscillation Criterion’’ [31, Section 2.8]
gives:
#<2
or =O accumulation at 0,#=2, c>18+}(}+1)2
#=2, c<18+}(}+1)2
or =O no accumulation at 0,#>2
and, furthermore, if we suppose (c+x2V(x))(log x)2  0 (x  ) for the
critical value c=18+}(}+1)2 of the coupling constant (and the critical
value #=2 of the exponent), then 0 is not an accumulation point of
negative eigenvalues.
Application 2. We summarize here some results from [9] for the
radial Dirac operator. We start with the usual Dirac operator
H=&i: } {+;+V } I4 in [L2(R3)]4
for the relativistic motion of a spin 12 particle subject to a potential
V : R3  R where
:=(:1 , :2 , :3), :j=\ 0_j
_j
0 + , ;=\
I2
0
0
&I2+ ,
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the _j being the 2_2 Pauli matrices, In is the n_n identity matrix and
units have been chosen such that =m=c=1 [32]. We write x=&x& for
the radius and assume that
v V is bounded, V0, V(x)  0 (x  ),
v V is spherically symmetric,
v V$ # C(0, ), xV$(x)  0 (x  0), V$(x)x  0 (x  ).
Then H is selfadjoint on the domain H1(R3)4. With polar coordinates
(x, %, ,) in R3 and for } # Z"[0] and m # [&|}|+12, &|}|+32, ...,
|}|&12] we use the so-called spherical spinors
0&|}| , m=
1
- 2 |}|&1 \
- |}|+m&12 Y m&12|}| &1
- |}|&m&12 Y m+12|}| &1 + ,
0 |}| , m=
1
- 2|}|+1 \
- |}|+m+12 Y m&12|}|
&- |}|+m+12 Y m+12|}| + ,
which form an orthonormal basis in L2(S2)2 (the Y ml (%, ,) are the usual
normalized spherical harmonics on the unit sphere S2), to define the
so-called partial wave subspaces
H}, m :={\ if (x) 0}, m(%, ,)xg(x) 0&}, m(%, ,)x + } f, g # L2(0, )=
of L2(R3)4. Then we have the orthogonal decomposition
L2(R3)4=
}

m
H}, m
which completely reduces H, and H |H}, m is unitarily equivalent to the
selfadjoint operator
H} :=\
1+V
d
dx
+
}
x
&
d
dx
+
}
x
&1+V +
in (L2(0, ))2 with domain (H 10(0, ))
2 (see [9, 32, 35]). This is the
so-called radial Dirac operator. We have _ess(H)=_ess(H})=(&, &1]
_ [1, ) and the eigenvalues of H and H} in the gap (&1, 1) do not
accumulate at &1 (see [34, Theorem 10.37]). Now, the eigenvalue
problem for H} in the gap is a problem for a pair of first order ordinary
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differential equations, and eliminating the second component leads (at least
formally) to the SturmLiouville problem
&(r(x; *) f $(x))$+ p(x; *) f (x)=0 on (0, ), f (0)=0
where
r(x; *)=(1+*&V(x))&1,
p(x; *)=(1+*&V(x))&1
}(}+1)
x2
+(1+V(x)&*)
&(1+*&V(x))&2
}V$(x)
x
.
In fact, [9, Theorem 1] shows that, for }{&1, the eigenvalues of H} in
the gap are precisely those * # (&1, 1) for which the above SturmLiouville
problem has a nontrivial solution f # L2(0, ). Thus, the question of
accumulation of eigenvalues at +1 can be treated with the Main Theorem.
For }{&1 the first term in the coefficient p above is dominant near zero
and it is easy to see with the help of the lemmas in the Appendix that the
definition of eigenvalue in connection with the Main Theorem is equivalent
to the above definition and that the hypotheses (D) and (PS) hold. To get
(MC1) we need an additional condition on V ; for example,
_$<1 s.t. }V$(x) x<$[}(}+1)+4x2] on (0, ). (19)
For then p* is negative (r*<0 holds without further assumptions).
Thus, if the limit-equation (for *  1)
&\ 12&V(x) f $(x)+
$
+{ }(}+1)(2&V(x)) x2+V(x)&
}V$(x)
(2&V(x))2 x= f (x)=0 on (0, )
is oscillatory (resp., nonoscillatory and (19) holds), then +1 is (resp., is
not) an accumulation point of eigenvalues of H} in the gap. Applying again
the oscillation criteria in [31, Section 2.8] for example to potentials V
which ‘‘behave like’’ &cx&# (c, #>0) near + we obtain exactly the same
conditions on c and # for accumulationnonaccumulation as in the previous
example. Potentials of this type are only a simple concrete, but physically
important case and the oscillation criteria can be applied just as well to V
satisfying only the general assumptions above (for more details as well as
a discussion of the case }=&1 see [9]).
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For an electron with anomalous magnetic moment + (in an electrostatic
potential V as above) the radial Dirac operator becomes
H} :=\
1+V
d
dx
+
}
x
&+V$(x)
&
d
dx
+
}
x
&+V$(x)
&1+V +
(see [32, Section 5.3.2]) and the coefficients of the corresponding Sturm
Liouville problem become
r(x; *)=(1+*&V(x))&1,
p(x; *)=(1+*&V(x))&1 {}(}+1)x2 &
2}+V$(x)
x
++V"(x)+(+V$(x))2=
+(1+V(x)&*)&(1+*&V(x))&2 {}V$(x)x &+V$(x)2= .
With the additional assumptions
v V" # C(0, ) and V$(x), V"(x)  0 (x  ), x2V"(x)  0 (x  0)
the proof of [9, Theorem 1] still shows that the two problems have the
same eigenvalues in the gap (&1, +1), and applying the Main Theorem
once again to potentials V whose asymptotic behaviour at + is suf-
ficiently close to &cx&# (c, #>0) gives the same conditions on c and # as
before for accumulationnonaccumulation of eigenvalues of H} in the gap
at the endpoint +1.
Application 3. Consider the KleinGordon equation (governing the
relativistic motion of a particle with integral spin)
(2t &2+2iq0(x) t&q0(x)
2+qs(x)+1) u(x, t)=0; x # R3, t # R
where units are such that =m=c=1, and q0 and qs are real-valued static
potentials continuous on R3"[0] (see [20, 30]). This can be written as an
evolution equation it=H by setting
(x, t) :=\ u(x, t)it u(x, t)+ , H :=\
0
&2+1&q20+qs
1
2q0+ .
We are interested in the eigenvalues of H, i.e., in the eigenvalues * of the
problem
[&2+1+qs&(q0&*)2]u=0.
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Assuming the potentials are radially symmetric this leads by separation of
variables (see [26, Section 26]) to the radial equation (} # [0, 1, 2, ...],
&x& :=x # (0, ))
&y"(x)+{}(}+1)x2 +1+qs(x)&(q0(x)&*)2= y(x)=0, y(0)=0
for the eigenvalues * (bound states). We apply the Main Theorem to these
in the interval (0, 1) under the additional assumptions
v q0(x)0 (x>0),
v qs(x), q0(x)  0, x  ,
v qs(x)&q20(x)+2q0(x)kx&}(}+1)x
2 on (0, x0] for some
constants k, x0>0.
The hypotheses are checked as before and from the theorem it follows
that there is no accumulation of eigenvalues in (0, 1) at 0 and accumulation
occurs at 1 if and only if the limit equation (*  1)
&y"(x)+{}(}+1)x2 +qs(x)&q20(x)+2q0(x)= y(x)=0
is oscillatory near +. If the coupled potentials ‘‘behave like’’ q0(x)t
&cx&#, qs(x)tdx&$ ($, #>0, c0, d # R) near +, Hille’s Oscillation
Criterion can again be applied to characterize all cases (see [23]). For
example, if d=0 (corresponding to a purely electrostatic potential) and
c>0, then #<2 implies accumulation at +1, #>2 implies nonaccumula-
tion, and for #=2 we have accumulation for c>}(}+1)2+18 and
nonaccumulation for c}(}+1)2+18 (just as in the previous two
applications).
Application 4. The eigenvalue problem
&\ x2(x+1) f $(x)+
$
+{x+18x &
1
x&*= f (x)=0 on (0, ) (20)
for * # 4 :=(&, 0) has been investigated in [17] in connection with a
model of certain processes in polymerization chemistry (see [17, Eq. (3.2)]).
We have the limit point case at both ends (see [17, Lemma 3.1]) and, in [17],
a value of * is considered to be an eigenvalue if there exists a nontrivial
solution f # L2(0, ) of (20). It is then proved (among other things) that
0 is an accumulation point of negative eigenvalues. This can also be proved
by applying the Main Theorem here.
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Denoting the coefficients by r and p as usual it is easy to see that p( } ; *)
is positive definite near both endpoints and
|
1
0
p(x; *) dx
1
8 |
1
0
dx
x
=
for each *, and
r*#0, p*=
&1
(x&*)2
<0.
With the help of Lemmas A1A3 it follows that all the hypotheses of the
Main Theorem hold (including (MC1)) and that the eigenvalues con-
sidered there are exactly the same as defined here (i.e., corresponding to
L2-solutions). The limit-equation for *  0 is
&\ x2(x+1) f $(x)+
$
+{18&
7
8x= f (x)=0 on (0, )
and applying for example [4, Proposition 6,p. 18] shows that this equation
is already oscillatory on (0, 1]; thus, by the Main Theorem, the set of
eigenvalues of the above problem in (&, 0) is discrete, bounded below
and accumulates at 0.
Application 5. As a model of oscillations of a hot compressible gravitat-
ing semi-infinite plasma layer in an ambient magnetic field the linearized
MHD equations for small plasma oscillations are considered in the domain
6 :=[(x, y, z) # R3 | 0x<, 0 y2?, 0z2?]
assuming all equilibrium quantities (density, pressure, magnetic field, gravita-
tional potential and current) depend only on x (see [19, p. 270]). The follow-
ing additional data on the displacement vector ! are also assumed:
v Boundary condition: !x(0, y, z, t)=0
v Periodicity constraints in y, z
v Initial conditions: !(x, 0)=!0(x), !t(x, 0)=v10(x)
where !x is the x-component of the vector !. A separation of variables is
performed by introducing
!(x, y, z)=!(x) exp[i(ky y+kzz)]
with the ‘‘wave vector’’ k=(0, ky , kz) # [0]_Z_Z. The linearized equa-
tions then lead to a pair of first order equations in !x and the total plasma
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pressure. The following SturmLiouville equation, the so-called HainLu st
equation [10], for !x is obtained after eliminating the total plasma
pressure:
&
d
dx {r(x; *)
d!x
dx =+p(x; *) !x=0 x # [0, ), !x(0)=0
where
r(x; *)=\0(x)(v2a(x)+v
2
s (x))
(*&*a(x))(*&*t(x))
(*&*s(x))(*&*f (x))
,
p(x; *)=&\0(x)(*&*a(x))+ g\$0(x)+k2\0(x) g2
*&*a(x)
(*&*s(x))(*&*f (x))
+*g
d
dx {\0(x)
*&*a(x)
(*&*s(x))(*&*f (x))= .
Here va and vs are the Alfve n and sound speeds, resp., \0 is the density, g
the gravitational constant, k2 the square of the wave vector modulus, and
*t , *s , *a and *f are, resp., the squares of the mean, slow magnetosonic,
Alfve n and fast magnetosonic frequencies and we have
0*t(x)*s(x)*a(x)*f (x) \x0.
Suppose now that *t>0 and *f , g, \0 are bounded. The coefficients of the
limit equation for *  0 are
r(x; 0)=\0(x)(v2a(x)+v
2
s (x))
*a(x) *t(x)
*s(x) *f (x)
,
p(x; 0)=&\0(x) *a(x)& g\$0(x)+ g2k2\0(x)
*a(x)
*s(x) *f (x)
.
Assuming \$0 , *$a , *$s , *$f  0 as x   it follows that the second and fourth
terms in p(x; *) go to zero as x   for any *. Assuming further that
lim inf
x  
\0(x)>0, lim inf
x   \
*s(x) *f (x)
g2 +>k2
the combination of the first and third terms becomes positive definite near
+ for any given *<0, i.e., by Lemmas A1 and A3 hypotheses (D) and
(PS) hold. Thus, if &(r(x; 0) f $(x))$+ p(x; 0) f (x)=0 is oscillatory on
[0, ), then *=0 is an accumulation point of negative eigenvalues.
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5. APPENDIX
A SturmLiouville equation is a differential equation of the form
&(r(x) f $(x))$+ p(x) f (x)=0
on some interval I of R where r and p are real-valued and continuous and
r is positive. This equation will be denoted simply by (SLE). A function f,
which may be complex-valued, is said to be a solution of (SLE) if f and rf $
are (locally) absolutely continuous on I and (SLE) is satisfied almost
everywhere on I. A parameter dependent SturmLiouville equation is a
family of equations
&(r(x; *) f $(x))$+ p(x; *) f (x)=0,
denoted for brevity by (SLE)(*), on an x-interval I, an equation for each
value of the parameter * in a given interval 4 of R, where r, p: I_4  R
are continuous and r>0.
Theorem A1 (Existence-Uniqueness and Parameter Dependence). If
/: 4  I, and :, ;: 4  C are continuous functions, then, for each value of the
parameter * in 4, the initial value problem
&(r(x; *) f $(x))$+ p(x; *) f (x)=0 (x # I ),
f (/(*))=:(*), f $(/(*))=;(*)
has a unique solution y( } ; *) on all of I, and y( } ; *)  y( } ; *0), yx( } ; *) 
yx( } ; *0) locally uniformly on I as *  *0 # 4; in particular, y, yx :
I_4  C are continuous.
The theorem follows by first transforming the initial value problem to a
linear first order problem in the usual way and then applying the standard
PicardLindelo f method [3, Chapter 2, Theorem 4.3].
Now consider two SturmLiouville equations
&(r1(x) f $(x))$+ p1(x) f (x)=0,
&(r2(x) f $(x))$+ p2(x) f (x)=0,
denoted respectively by (SLE1) and (SLE2), on an interval I where rj and
pj are again continuous, real-valued functions and rj>0 for j=1, 2. If
r1r2 and p1p2 on I, then equation (SLE1) is said to be a Sturm
majorant for equation (SLE2) on I, denoted (SLE1)p (SLE2), and if in
addition either p1(x)>p2(x) or r1(x)>r2(x) and p2(x){0 for some x # I,
then (SLE1) is called a strict Sturm majorant for (SLE2) on I, denoted
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(SLE1)o (SLE2) (this terminology is used differently here than in
[13, p. 334]).
Theorem A2 (Sturm’s First Comparison Theorem). Assume: (i)
(SLE1)p (SLE2) on I=[a, b], (ii) y1 is a nontrivial, real solution of (SLE1)
with exactly n zeros z1<z2< } } } <zn on [a, b), and (iii) y2 is a nontrivial,
real solution of (SLE2) such that
r1(b) y$1(b)
y1(b)

r2(b) y$2(b)
y2(b)
where either quotient is considered to be & in case the denominator is zero.
Then y2 has at least n zeros on [z1 , b). If, in addition, the inequality above
is strict or if (SLE1)o (SLE2), then y2 has at least n zeros on (z1 , b)
(see [13]).
Theorem A3 (Sturm’s Second Comparison Theorem). Assume again
conditions (i)(iii) of the previous theorem. If y2 has exactly n zeros on
[a, b), then
r1(a) y$1(a)
y1(a)

r2(a) y$2(a)
y2(a)
where either quotient is understood to be + if the denominator is zero.
Furthermore, if the inequality in the previous theorem is strict or if (SLE1)o
(SLE2), then the inequality here is also strict (see [13]).
Corollary (Sturm’s Separation Theorem). If (SLE1)p (SLE2), if
y1 and y2 are any nontrivial, real solutions of (SLE1) and (SLE2), respec-
tively, and if a<b are zeros of y1 , then y2 has at least one zero on [a, b].
In particular, if y1 and y2 are linearly independent solutions of the same
equation, then the zeros of y1 separate and are separated by those of y2
(see [13]).
The equation (SLE) is said to be disconjugate on I if every nontrivial,
real solution has at most one zero on I; if one (or every) real solution has
infinitely many zeros on I, then the equation is said to be oscillatory on I.
Suppose (SLE) is defined on an interval I=(a, b) and is nonoscillatory
at b, i.e., it is nonoscillatory on [x0 , b) for some x0 # (a, b). A nontrivial,
real solution y is then referred to as principal or nonprincipal at b according
as the integral
|
b ds
r(s) y(s)2
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diverges or converges (the lower limit of integration being any point
beyond the last zero of y). A solution y which is principal at b is also
characterized by the condition that
y(x)
u(x)
 0, (x  b)
for any nontrivial solution u independent of y. If u1 and v1 are real solu-
tions with no zeros on [x0 , b) and if v1 is nonprincipal, then
u2(x) :=u1(x) |
x
x0
ds
r(s) u1(s)2
, v2(x) :=v1(x) |
b
x
ds
r(s) v1(s)2
are, respectively, nonprincipal and principal solutions on [x0 , b); in
particular, solutions of both kinds always exist. Furthermore, principal
solutions are unique up to constant multiple. Analogous statements apply
to the endpoint a. For the proofs of these facts see [4, Chapter 1], [13,
Chapter 11, Theorem 6.4, Corollary 6.3], [29, Section IV.3] and [31,
Chapters 1, 2].
Theorem A4 (Comparison Theorem for Principal Solutions). Suppose
(SLE1)p (SLE2) on I=[a, b) and (SLE2) is disconjugate on I. For any
nontrivial, real-valued solution y of (SLE2) there exist a principal solution w
and a nonprincipal solution v of (SLE1) such that
r1w$
w

r2 y$
y

r1 v$
v
at all points of I beyond the last zero of y (see [13, Chapter 11,
Corollary 6.5]).
Lemma A1 (Disconjugacy and Principal Solutions). (i) If p0 on I,
then (SLE) is disconjugate on I.
(ii) If (SLE) is disconjugate on I=(a, b), then a solution which is
principal at b (or a) has no zeros on I.
The first part of this lemma is a simple corollary to the First Comparison
Theorem. For the second part see [29, p. 207].
Lemma A2 (Principal Solutions and Boundary Conditions). (i) If
p( } )= on I=[x0 , b) for some =>0, then any solution of (SLE) which is
principal at b is also in L2[x0 , b). If, in addition, (SLE) is in the limit point
case at b, then the space of L2-solutions at b is just C } f where f is any
principal solution at b.
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(ii) If p( } )0 on I=[x0 , b) and I p(x) dx=, then a nontrivial,
real solution w of (SLE) is principal at b if and only if w(x)  0 (x  b).
Lemma A3 (Continuous Families of Principal Solutions). If for
(SLE)(*) there is a continuous function B: 4  I=(a, b) such that
p(x; *)0 on [B(*), b) and b p(x; *) dx= for every *, then there exists
a family [w( } ; *) | * # 4] of solutions of (SLE)(*) principal at b such that w,
wx are continuous on I_4.
Of course the obvious analogues of the last two lemmas also hold for the
left endpoint. The proofs of the last two lemmas combine several tech-
niques from the literature; for the details see [22].
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